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The NA62 experiment
 The NA62 detector The NA62 detector
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Timing between sub-detectors O(100 ps).
Kinematic rejection O(104) for K+→π+π0 and K→µ+ν.
Photon veto: π0→γγ decay suppression from K+→π+π0 >10−7.
Particle ID (RICH+LKr+HAC+MUV): muon suppression from K→µ+ν > 10−7 .

Un-separated hadron (p/π+/K+) beam.
SPS protons: 400 GeV, 3×1012/spill.

K+: 75GeV/c (±1%), divergence < 100µrad.
800 MHz beam rate; 45 MHz K+ rate;
~5 MHz K+ decays in fiducial volume

KTG: Cherenkov
kaon tagger
σt=70ps

Anti-counters

GTK: beam
tracker

Spectrometer:
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LAV: large-angle
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NA62 data samples in Run1

NA62 Runs

810/09/2019 Giuseppe Ruggiero - Kaon 2019* Including periods of beam off
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Several results published on Run1 
data for rare and exotic processes
(see other talks @ KAON2022).



PNN Result on Run1 data (see previous talk)
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Figure 7: The K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ candidate events in the 2018 (left) and 2016–2018 (right) data

sets. Left: Reconstructed m2

miss
as a function of ⇡+ momentum for events satisfying the K+

!

⇡+⌫⌫̄ selection criteria. The intensity of the grey shaded area reflects the variation of the SM
signal acceptance in the plane. The two boxes represent the signal regions. The events observed
in Regions 1 and 2 are shown together with the events found in the background and control
regions. Right: Expected numbers of background events and numbers of observed events in
the nine categories used in the maximum likelihood fit to extract the K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ branching
ratio. Categories 0,1 and 2 correspond to 2016, 2017 and S1 subsets, respectively. Categories 3
to 8 correspond to the six 5 GeV/c wide momentum bins of the S2 subset. The observed data
for each category are indicated by black markers with Poissonian statistical errors. The shaded
boxes show the numbers of expected background events and the corresponding uncertainties.

compatible with the SM value within one standard deviation. The first uncertainty is statistical,
related to the Poissonian fluctuation of the numbers of observed events and expected background,
while the second is systematic, resulting from the uncertainty in the signal and background
estimates.

This result is the most precise measurement of the K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay rate to date and

provides the strongest evidence so far for the existence of this extremely rare process.

8 Search for K+ ! ⇡+X decays

The existence of a new feebly interacting scalar or pseudo-scalar particle, X, is foreseen in
several BSM scenarios. If X decays to invisible particles or lives long enough to decay outside
the detector, the signature of a K+

! ⇡+X decay is the same as that of the K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄

decay. The two-body decay K+
! ⇡+X would result in a peak in the reconstructed m2

miss

distribution, centred at the squared value of the X mass, m2

X
. Using the event sample selected

in the K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ measurement, a search for a peaking signal in the 2016–2018 data set is

performed following the procedure detailed in [35]. The width of a signal peak is determined by
the resolution of the m2

miss
observable, which decreases monotonically from 0.0012 GeV2/c4 at

mX = 0 to 0.0007 GeV2/c4 at mX = 260 MeV/c2.
The SES is determined, for each mX, according to equation 1, by replacing A⇡⌫⌫̄ with the

acceptance for K+
! ⇡+X decays, which is obtained from simulation. Acceptance values for X

with finite lifetime, ⌧X, decaying to visible SM particles are estimated by weighting simulated
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Result : 2016+17+18 data

12/4/2021NA62 : PNN 12

[2018 data: arXiv:2103.15389] Ha]R = 20

$. L% significance

[JHEP 06 (2021) 093]
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Data taking after LS2 to reach 
O(10%) precision on the 
K+ → π+νν measurement

Constrain New Physics
models

O(10%) precision
NA62@LS3

KLEVER 

KLEVER: An experiment to measure BR(KL → π0νν) at the CERN SPS – M. Moulson – KAON 2019 – Perugia, 13 Sep 2019  

New physics affects BRs differently for K+ and KL channels
Measurements of both can discriminate among NP scenarios
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K → πνν and new physics 
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●  Models with CKM-like 
flavor structure
− Models with MFV

●  Models with new flavor-
violating interactions in 
which either LH or RH 
couplings dominate
− Z/Z′ models with pure 

LH/RH couplings
− Littlest Higgs with      

T parity

●  Models without above 
constraints
− Randall-Sundrum

−

NA62 Experiment approved until CERN Long 
Shutdown 3 (expected to start at the end of 2025)

New preliminary Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) measurement
from NA62 and BSM scenarios

Br
NA62
16+17+18(K

+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (1.10+0.40
�0.35stat ± 0.03syst) · 10�10

(preliminary)

Large values with respect to SM expectation start to be excluded:

high precision measurement needed!

Francesco Brizioli Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) at NA62 CERN EP seminar 27.10.2020 50 / 53

NA62 Run1(2016 + 2017 + 2018) result
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Next target: reach our physics goal of challenging the SM, with a
precision matching the current theoretical one.
NA62 will take data (Run2) in 2021-2025 to reach our physics goal.

During LS2, completed the beam line modifications, the preparation 
and installation of new detectors.
Upgraded setup was commissioned and data was successfully collected 
in 2021, reaching nominal beam intensity, and continued in 2022 with
better spill quality and more stable data taking.

Data quality is good to allow for physics exploitation.
Data processing and first steps of data analysis are in progress.

Overview	of	Run2	
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Detector	additions	for	Run2
For background reduction in K+ ®p+nn analysis: re-built 2nd achromat 
optimized for background rejection, 4th GTK station (GTK0), 
VetoCounter before/after last collimator, 2nd HASC module 
Anti0 hodoscope for muon background reduction in dump mode 

Figure 1: Layout of the NA62 experiment. KTAG: di↵erential Cherenkov counter; GTK: Si pixel
beam tracker; CHANTI: ring stations of scintillator bars; LAV: lead glass ring calorimeters;
STRAW: straw magnetic spectrometer; RICH: ring imaging Cherenkov counter; MUV0: o↵-
acceptance plane of scintillator pads; CHOD: planes of scintillator pads and slabs; IRC: inner
ring shashlik calorimeter; LKr: electromagnetic calorimeter filled with liquid Krypton; MUV1,2:
hadron calorimeter; MUV3: plane of scintillator pads for muon veto; HASC: near beam lead–
scintillator calorimeter; SAC: small angle shashlik calorimeter. In the layout, the final fixed
collimator installed in 2018 is visible, between GTK and CHANTI.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the new achromat and beam line.

4

NA62 activities restarted as soon as CERN partially reopened in 2020. 
We worked with a tight schedule, and were ready for beam in July 2021.
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HASC1+new HASC2

VetoCounter1,2

Anti0

New	detector	installed	and	commissioned	

GTK1+new GTK0

7

GTK0

VetoCounter3



Status of detector: Kaon and pion ID
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KTAG
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Status of detector: Tracking – GTK and STRAW
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GTK

STRAW



Status of detector: Upstream vetos (VetoCounter, CHANTI, 
Anti0

Joel Swallow

ANTI0 : Illumination/Rates MC vs Reality
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ANTI0 rates approximately as expected : detector working as expected. 
Good understanding of geometric distribution of muon halo.
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Status of detectors: 
Calorimetry, and 
downstream vetos
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100% intensity

Data	taking	at	nominal	intensity	in	Run2

Trigger and
Data acquisition
improvements
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Spill quality 
2021: due to SPS upgrade for LHC, instantaneous intensity significantly higher 
(up to x8) in first sec of spill, well above specs, causing unsustainable high rate.
Distribution of intensity seen in GTK as a function of the modulus of the time 
with respect to the revolution frequency of the SPS (folded timestamp):

Quality of the spill structure severely limited protons usable for physics in 
2021.

Figure 1: Distributions of events in the spill from SOB vs folded event timestamp in units of 25
ns, all events (left) and events within the first second in the spill (right).

Figure 2: Distributions of instantaneous intensity vs folded event timestamp in unit of 25 ns, all
events (left) and events after 2 sec in the spill (right). The color scale indicates the occupancy
of each (folded event timestamp, intensity) bin.

of the region below 2 seconds is shown in Fig. 1 (right): a “filament” structure can be seen with
high rate of events in specific regions. Distributions of instantaneous intensity seen with GTK
hits in events where the number of hits saturates the recording bu↵er versus folded timestamp
(Fig. 2) show clearly that before 2 seconds there are high-intensity intervals up to about 8 times
the nominal one, without a strong correlation with specific values of the phase.

These high-intensity intervals produce saturation of readouts, trigger and data acquisition
systems, causing a sizeable loss of data, and repercussions (like dead time, reset time etc.) beyond
their duration. Ultimately the quality of the spill structure severely limited the percentage of
protons which could be used for physics in 2021.

Possible origins of the e↵ect and ways to improve the spill structure are being discussed with
the CERN BE-OP and BE-EA groups.New tools from NA62 are being developed, together with
beam experts, to give a fast feedback on the spill structure and quality to the operation team
during the beam tuning phase in 2022. If this e↵ect cannot be substantially reduced, other
strategies are being considered, including the possibility of delaying the extraction by 1 sec and
correspondingly extending the spill duration.

NA62 is grateful for the commitment of CERN in delivering a high-intensity beam to NA62
and for the e↵orts to improve the spill structure.

3
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Spill quality 
2021:
Distribution in spill of trigger primitives as a function of the modulus of the time 
with respect to the revolution frequency of the SPS (folded timestamp):
Beam “flares” observed

Beam ”flares” indicate issue with way RF is set off during flat top.
Fruitful collaboration with CERN beam group led to changes in the RF strategy
and the solution of the problem for the 2022 data taking.

Figure 1: Distributions of events in the spill from SOB vs folded event timestamp in units of 25
ns, all events (left) and events within the first second in the spill (right).

Figure 2: Distributions of instantaneous intensity vs folded event timestamp in unit of 25 ns, all
events (left) and events after 2 sec in the spill (right). The color scale indicates the occupancy
of each (folded event timestamp, intensity) bin.
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K+®p+nn analysis
and	prospects	



Plan for Run2: K+®p+nn

Goal: take data at ~100% nominal intensity (good spill 
quality).
Increase further signal acceptance while decreasing 
background.

O(10%) precision will be reached by LS3 with optimization 
of the analysis

- Keep Random Veto stable with increased intensity 
- Background Reduction with new detectors
- Signal acceptance increase

15



NA62: data quality 
We are in the process of looking at 2021 and 2022 data in more depth. 
The analysis has only just started.
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2018 data (subsample) 2021 data (subsample)

Generally, good data quality.
For example, time resolutions are at least as good as in Run1.

2018 2021
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NA62 new detectors: GTK0

New GTK station fully integrated and 
working as other stations.

Joel Swallow
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GTK0

36

New 4th GTK station (GTK0) fully integrated into systems and working as the other stations.
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GTK reconstruction
inefficiency reduced
by GTK0.

Re-optimization of
Kaon-to-Pion matching
is in progress.

2021
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Random Veto
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2021 Spill structure: signal efficiency in early part of spill is degraded.
Average instantaneous intensity for normalisation increased only by ~30% 

Most relevant random veto effect as a function of the beam intensity is 
due to the photon rejection in the LKr calorimeter. 
Improvements in reconstruction  mean time windows for the photon veto 
are reduced significantly. 
2022: data quality has improved since the spill quality is now good.

Average signal efficiency 
after extra-activity rejection:
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Background reduction: VetoCounter
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Background reduction: VetoCounter

Joel Swallow

VetoCounter

17

Rough categorisation: 
-like : candidate in station 1 (+ possible shower also hitting station2 “shower-like”)


/shower -like : candidates in 2 different tiles of station 2.

-like : candidates in stations 1+3.

-like : candidate in station 2 only.
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Rough categorisation: 
-like : candidate in station 1 (+ possible shower also hitting station2 “shower-like”)


/shower -like : candidates in 2 different tiles of station 2.
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Start with conservative veto criteria.
Initial results give suppression of upstream-like events by a factor of 2 

2021
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Further optimization
under way



Background reduction: HASC2
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Background reduction: HASC2

Joel Swallow
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After full  selection: 
 background reduced by 35% using HASC2 

(Background is proportional to number of events in K2piRegion)
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K+ → π+π0 background, formerly the second largest, now suppressed 
to a similar level to the K+ → μ+νμ decay.

Addition of HASC2 suppresses the K+ → π+π0 and K+ → π+π+π− 

backgrounds by ~35% and ~20% respectively, without noticeable 
increase in random veto (K+ → μ+νμ)

2021

22



NA62: 2021 data quality

Control data, before selection.
First step: 2018-like analysis, same strategy and regions.  

Analysis in progress. 
Background studies on-going. All control and signal regions kept blind.

Data quality good,
2021 sample roughly
similar to 2017.

A lot more data
being collected in 2022.

Subset of 2021
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Summary

Broad physics programme to be explored in Run2, and many
results from Run1.
Plans for longer term high-intensity kaon beam experiments.

See other NA62 and HIKE talks @ KAON2022.

Experiment restarted operation in 2021. 
Data taking from 2021 to LS3.

Detectors in good shape. Data taking at nominal intensity.
Excellent work from beam group solved problem with spill structure.

Data analysis on going
Promising indications for random veto and background suppression.
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